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What would you do to protect a loved one? Would you kill? Widower Ian Moore will do almost

anything to protect his daughter from a threat that comes straight out of our darkest fairytales. If he

has his way he'll prove that Ashley was the absolutely worst target they could have picked. In fact,

you might want to take notes, 'cause your family may be next.
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This one works as both a standalone short novel and a lead into the Demon Accords College

Arcane novel and continuing a thready contact through Demon Accords Executable where there are

small intersections of the worlds developed in this Black Frost story line and the later referenced

serial novels. Back to the point of the review, Black Frost introduces John Conroe's style of

storytelling which is rich in details both technical and familial. The storyline merges both sides nicely

and it the depth of the family side of the story is rich, warm, and inspiring; whereas the technical

side of the tale provides the how to of the action sequences which are well developed and gripping.

These action sequences are spaced well so there is the ability to take a break or set the book down

at points while leaving you itching to get back to it soonest. All in all this was a good story and it's a

shame I have to peck this review out on an iPad. Enjoy and do check out the Demon Accord series

as well!!!

This is a great story, better send as a new take, of how Ashley became the speaker. It is well written



and keeps with the style of the series. Really good read, keeps your interest as all good tales

should. Highly recommended.

I really like John Conroe's series Demon Accords. Black Frost doesn't come close.I read this story

in a few hours. Once I finished I felt like I had just read an outline of a longer series. Perhaps this is

what John intended and I could see a trilogy being made from this one story quite easily. The

trouble is that this is sold as a stand alone although characters from Demon Accords do make an

appearance later on.Character development is next to zero and I never feel attached to any of

them.For example, when the protagonists parents die he just brushes it off. There is next to no

emotional effect that I can discern then or afterwards. Yes, he needs to find his daughter but the

aftermath of their deaths is so devoid of emotion it felt wrong to me.His wife was from China and

she didn't know her real parents. This little bit of information is never expanded on. When I read this

I thought "changeling". Sadly this was never built upon.Unlike most Urban Fantasy there is no

romance. I felt for a second that Airwhen was a possibility when she was obviously Fae but that

never developed and all subsequent contact with her or Neeve, for that matter, was negative. Urban

Fantasy needs romance or at least the promise of romance. Even Bill the Vampire has that.These

are just a couple of niggling issues among many.Overall the concept is solid with decent

background but little depth. If I was the author I would rewrite this book.

I have all of the Demon Accord books and just love em. Can hardly wait for the next one.Got this

one and though I knew it would be good, could Conroe write anything but good?Was surprised at

the story especially the way it started.Just a widower with a teenage daughter to raise. He's back

home in his grandfathers house with his mom and dad just down the road.Ian Moore is one hell of a

hero. He learned well from his DEA dad. Though he himself was never an LEO or in the military he

never forgot what his Dad taught him.Good thing. Because boy did he need every bit of training that

he ever had and then some.Loads of action and he and his daughers dog, Charm, the pit cross kick

some serious ass.We also run into Nathan Stewart and his aide from the Demon Accords. Looks

like there is way more to Stewart than meets the eye. Bet He'll be in loads of Accord novels and

hopefully we will see more novels with Ian, Ashley and that great dog Charm.I also wonder if Chris

and Tanya will meet Ian, Ashley and Charm?? Now wouldn't that be one hell of a read??Another

good one from Conroe.Five stars.

Just the way I like it! I must admit that even though I was familiar with the authors work from reading



The Demon Accords series, I was apprehensive in reading this book by thoroughly surprised! Not

only was it a great story but also a great back-end story, as low and behold its actually apart of the

Demon Accords universe. Bravo and well done I'm thoroughly hooked on to this author and

everything he does!

I have read all of the demon accord books and read this one last. Wish I had read it in a specific

order but still stands alone well. I can't wait for more of these. I love all of the characters.

This story develops the god hammer series by the same author. (I don't remember the real name of

the series.) I just want to know when the next book in the series is coming out! John Conroe is a

great author.

One of the best supernatural series I have ever read. I re-read this series at least once a month. I

love these characters.
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